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Future of Avian Genetic Resources
Collections: Archives of Evolutionary and
Environmental History. —In the past 30 years,
genetic resources collections (CRCs) have
shifted position within ornithology, from a
novel supplement to traditional voucher col-
lections to a major core source of raw material
fueling multiple subdisciplines. The demand
for specimens from GRCs now greatly exceeds
both the demand for traditional voucher
specimens and, in many cases, the resources
available to museums to maintain GRCs. The
projection for the next decade is ever-increasing
use. Here, we present a brief update on modern
principles and challenges of collection, storage,
organization, use, and dissemination of genetic
resources and electronic information associated
with such collections, drawing heavily on the
experience of building, loaning, and curating
the GRC of the Burke Museum at the University
of Washington. The Burke Museum was estab-
lished under the curatorship of Sievert Rohwer
in 1986 and is now the second-largest such col-
lection for birds in the United States, after that
of Louisiana State University. In addition, we
make a number of recommendations for ensur-
ing the long-term sustainability and value of
avian GRCs.

Unique challenges for avian genetic resources
collections.—There are now several large
(5,000-60,0000 individual specimens) avian
GRCs in North America, Europe, and Australia,
and many other museums and individuals
have smaller GRCs. These collections typically
consist of frozen tissues (heart, liver, muscle)

of birds. In many cases, field and storage prac-
tices have changed little since their origin in
ornithology in the 1970s and 1980s (Johnson
et al. 1984). Because sampling from genetic
resources is destructive and nonrenewable
without further collecting, there are a number of
issues regarding loan policies and reciprocation
that are specific to these collections. The fate of
GRCs is tied, even more intimately than the fate
of voucher collections, to the future of field col-
lecting; whereas traditional GRCs consisting of
frozen tissues must eventually be renewed by
continued fieldwork, current voucher collec-
tions will, in principle, remain intact and valu-
able without any further fieldwork. Particularly
for small to midsize museums with little inter-
nal funding for the upkeep of GRCs (such as the
Burke Museum), it remains a challenge to pro-
vide for the increasing demand on GRCs while
at the same time recouping costs for field col-
lecting, curation, and storage of tissues. These
collections and others like them face a unique
set of challenges: how to balance the activities
that build, preserve, and promote use of their
collections with an eye toward maintaining
optimal use for future researchers.

Genetic resources collections demand little
space, but take substantial staff time to organize
and are expensive to maintain. Frozen collec-
tions need almost constant vigilance even with
an alarm system installed (Dessauer et al. 1996).
Because they are newer than traditional col-
lections, they usually represent a small (<35%)
overall proportion of specimens, but are none-
theless heavily used. Loan activity can become
a large investment for the host institution: for
example, in 2003 the Burke Museum loaned
subsamples of 5% (1,500 tissues) of its collec-
tion to researchers at other institutions, with a
substantial outlay in both staff time and sup-
plies. At the Burke, the upward trend in activity
has been consistent over the past 10 years and
shows no sign of diminishing. Because these
loans are to individuals at institutions all over
the world, they indicate a general increase in
demand on tissue collections.

Field collecting and molecular protocols.—Since
their inception, avian GRCs have been used
primarily in the arena of systematics, including
molecular phylogenetics and phylogeography.
More recently, common uses have come to
include conservation genetics and stable-isotope
analysis, in which chemical signatures derived
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from tissues can help determine recent diet or
habitat from which tlie tissue was collected
(see Rocque and Winker 2005). In the past 25
years, the uses of avian GRCs have changed
dramatically, from protein, DNA hybridization,
and RFLP (restriction fragment length poly-
morphism) studies rei:juiring relatively large
amounts of blood or otlier tissues to polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) based DNA sequence and
fragment analyses reijuiring only picogram
quantities of DNA (e.g. amplified fragment
length polymorphism (AFLP) analysis; Wang
et al. 2003). Ironically, because of their exquisite
sensitivity even with degraded DNA templates,
PCR methods have, in our view, contributed to
the decline of meticulous field collection and
archiving practices, because the threshold of
quality for PCR methods is often lower than for
other molecular biological approaches. Tissue
culture methods have the advantage of provid-
ing an unlimited supply of genomic material
but are labor-intensive to set up and, to our
knowledge, have not be(;n adopted by ornithol-
ogists as they have been by mammalogists (e.g.
the Zoological Society ol' San Diego's Center for
Reproduction of Endangered Species [CRES]).

We conducted an informal survey of five of
the major avian GRCs in the United States to
determine trends in loan activity and research
use. Our findings suggest that 60-70% of current
loans are for phylogenetic studies (i.e. involving
one or a few exemplars of different species) and
that the vast majority of remaining loans are to
researchers studying pcpulation genetics (i.e.
many individuals of a single species). Loans
for other types of projects (e.g. stable-isotope
analysis, studies in basic molecular evolution)
are currently uncommc'n. Sadly, researchers
using techniques such a;3 BAC (bacteria artifi-
cial chromosome) library construction (which
requires very high molecular weight DNA) or
microarrays and expressed-sequence-tag (EST)
surveys of gene expression (which require intact
RNA transcripts) cannot make use of most avian
GRCs because the DNA and RNA have not been
stored appropriately. With this in mind, it is
imperative that the method of preservation,
both in the field and in the GRC itself, maxi-
mize the potential uses of the tissue, especially
as specialized techniques in genomics become
more taxonomically widespread (Couzin 2002,
Edwards et al. 2005). Flash-freezing fresh tis-
sue in liquid nitrogen, though logistically

complicated, still represents the gold standard
for preservation of avian tissues in the field
(Engstrom et al. 1999). Storage of tissues in lysis
buffer (Seutin et al. 1991) has the advantage of
not requiring deep freezing and is very effective
for isolating high-molecular-weight DNA, but
lysing cells makes isolation of RNA or even of
purified mitochondrial DNA a problem. Some
protocols and storage buffers offer the ability
to preserve RNA for PCR assays (Miller and
Lambert 2003). However, even nitrogen storage
will be inadequate for many molecular proto-
cols if the tissues are left at ambient temperature
for hours after the blood sample is obtained or
the individual sacrificed. Thus, an appropriate
goal for GRCs would be to gather a synoptic col-
lection of one or several RNA-quality samples
per species.

Genetic resources collections will undoubt-
edly play a large role in "DNA barcoding," an
initiative whose goal is to genetically character-
ize many existing museum voucher specimens
with a short DNA sequence(s) to facilitate future
field identification and species discovery. DNA
barcoding is controversial, not only because it
is closely linked with the controversial idea
that DNA sequences can form the sole basis for
taxonomy (DNA taxonomy), but also because of
the many well-known theoretical shortcomings
of short, single-locus molecular characteriza-
tions of biodiversity for purposes of species
assignment (Moritz and Cicero 2004). We sug-
gest that curators and users of GRCs scrutinize
carefully the claims of DNA barcoding and draw
a distinction between the theoretical issues sur-
rounding species designation by DNA and the
potential practical benefits to the additional
information provided by DNA sequences. By
maintaining a utilitarian view of this contro-
versy, genetic resources curators and collections
stand to leverage substantial resources if DNA
barcoding is conducted on the large scale out-
lined in some schemes (Stoeckle 2003), and few
would deny that even a single DNA sequence
attached to a voucher can only increase the
information content of that voucher.

Organization and archiving of genetic resources
collections.—Most avian GRCs store tissues
in cryogenic conditions—either the vapor
phase of liquid nitrogen or in electric freez-
ers set at around -80°C (Prindini et al. 2002).
The major advantage of liquid-nitrogen
systems is that they increase the long-term
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stability of macromolecules and the breadth
of uses to which the tissues can eventually be
put. However, they often take up more floor
space—an important consideration for col-
lections with space limitations. Also, samples
are sometimes more difficult to see and access
in liquid-nitrogen freezers, and it is more dif-
ficult to accommodate samples in nonstandard
containers, which may be a problem for col-
lections with very active loan and acquisi-
tion programs. It is known that archiving in
mechanical freezers maintains materials above
the critical preservation temperature for many
biomolecules (Franks 1985); this, in conjunction
with a frequent lack of backup freezer space,
puts many GRCs in jeopardy. Indeed, the past
decade has seen the thawing and eventual
loss of several large and vital avian GRCs.
The storage system chosen for GRCs will vary
depending on the use and resources available
to the collections. For example, freezers are
generally less expensive to operate; when the
Burke Museum decided to increase its stor-
age capacity for tissues in the late 1990s, we
chose increased freezer space over nitrogen,
primarily because it was cheaper to set up and
maintain. By contrast, the American Museum of
Natural History's Ambrose Monell Collection
for Molecular and Microbial Research is housed
in an endowed, state-of-the-art storage system
based entirely on nitrogen—maintenance costs
typically run -$40,000 per year (R. Desalle pers.
comm.). Hopefully, institutions wishing to
switch to nitrogen storage can convince those
who pay the utility bills for freezers that they
can at least partly recoup electrical costs by
investing in nitrogen. In either case, tissues are
typically kept in uniform-sized (2 mL) cryovi-
als and organized in boxes and racks for easy
retrieval. We expect that, for tracking and map-
ping purposes, most large GRCs will comple-
ment traditional hand-written vial labels with
computer-generated labels or bar codes, which
are permanent, easier to standardize, and less
susceptible to degradation.

Collections are usually organized taxonomi-
cally or numerically (by museum or collector
number), and taxonomic organization has been
recommended elsewhere (Dessauer et al. 1996).
The Burke Museum GRC has adopted a numeri-
cal organization scheme because we felt it per-
mitted rapid retrieval of tissues and valued that
the scheme can be used efficiently by anyone.

especially student helpers who may be unfamil-
iar with specific taxonomies. Organization sys-
tems become crucially important as collections
grow in size, complexity, and loan activity, and
even managers may find themselves caring for
tissues from organisms outside their area of
taxonomic expertise. Because Burke research-
ers frequently collect generally rather than for
a specific research project, we found that add-
ing new tissues at the end of a number series
is substantially easier than threading these tis-
sues one by one among those already installed
in numerous boxes. Numerical organization
also minimizes the difficulty of incorporating
future taxonomic revisions and, because precise
location of a given tube is always known, loan
processing remains rapid. On the other hand,
numerical organization can be a hindrance
when sampling multiple samples from a single
taxon, which may be distributed over several
collectors and accessions throughout one or
multiple freezers.

Traditional and digital vouchers for genetic
resources collections.—Because of a growing
acknowledgment of the importance of voucher
specimens for molecular research (Winker et
al. 1996, Ruedas et al. 2000), a primary goal for
many collections is to have all or most of their
samples vouchered with traditional specimens
(Thomas 1994). However, for frozen-tissue
repositories, this traditional definition of a
voucher can become impractical and—for many
collection endeavors involving endangered spe-
cies or in countries where permits to conduct
destructive sampling are difficult to obtain-
hard to implement. Such nonvouchered samples
are undeniably valuable, often have substantial
associated data, and in most cases are identified
correctly to species, yet museums are naturally
reluctant to absorb large numbers because of
space constraints and lack of vouchers.

In some cases, such samples are associated
with field voice recordings or photographs, or
both, to increase their reliability. The term "e-
voucher," coined by Monk and Baker (2001),
applies to such documentation: "An e-voucher
is a digital representation of a specimen...[it]
may be ancillary to a classical voucher speci-
men or it may be the only representative of
the specimen in the collection." The goal of
the collector should be to document the collec-
tion event with all means available. Collection
events involving multiple levels of vouchering
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(e.g. morphological, molecular, digital) will
inspire greater confidence and permit a broader
array of scientific inquiry by enhancing their
evidentiary value.

Digital access and a global genetic resources
netoorA:.—Maximal use of biomaterials in con-
temporary research demands sophisticated
coordination of collection records married to
primary data (molecular biology-based data,
digital images, etc.) via electronic and computer
technology. Future methods in taxonomy need
to be integrated by a transparent, "virtual" orga-
nizational schema that ])rovides unity to taxon-
omy and molecular syslematics (Godfray 2002).
Currently, avian GRC databases are heteroge-
neous in structure and organization. However,
many more museum collections will be coming
online in the future, and networking them could
be facilitated by harmonizing vocabularies and
developing standards e'arly on. Coordination
of existing collections and information will
enhance the value and accessibility of collec-
tions (Hoagland 1997, Clambon-Thomsen 2003,
Peterson 2005), and awareness of the inventory
of tissues available, or lack thereof, may help
stimulate needed field collecting. Several pre-
liminary efforts for a common digital framework
for GRCs are in the worlcs, such as an initiative
from the AOU Committee on Bird Collections
currently being organized by Carla Cicero (C.
Cicero pers. comm.). Modern bioinformatics
initiatives will ultimately link tissue-specimen
collection records with bibliographic citations,
competing taxonomic dei:erminations, and geo-
spatial referencing information; indeed, some
GRCs, such as those at the Museum of Vertebrate
Zoology, Berkeley, already have such capabili-
ties in place. The ultimate goal is to develop a
national infrastructure capable of supporting
research involving genetic resources by promot-
ing the linkage of biological resource collections'
online specimen records with the publications
and data derived from thcise specimens.

To achieve maximum value, tissue reposi-
tories need to be networked with one another
and with collections containing voucher speci-
mens (Dessauer et al. 1938). Such digital net-
works for voucher collections, such as ORNIS
(Ornithological Research Network Information
System), promise an exciting future for those col-
lections. The International Society for Biological
and Environmental Repcisitories (ISBER; see
Acknowledgments) provides a forum for such

collaboration and communication on advances
in tissue collection and preservation protocols,
along with current best practices associated
with repository management. The Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development's
(OECD) Working Party on Biotechnology is call-
ing for a global network of biological resource
collections to be established (Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development 2001).
The Global Biodiversity Information Facility
(GBIF) is similarly calling for the establishment
of an international network of biodiversity col-
lections with online databases to provide coor-
dinated electronic access to their catalogues.

Co«c/us;cms.—Given the difficulty of pro-
curing funds for collections-based research,
the often greater difficulty of obtaining the
necessary collecting permits, and, finally, the
concomitant destruction of habitats for birds
globally, it is not difficult to imagine that col-
lections of organisms made today may well
be the last opportunity the scientific commu-
nity has to obtain archival material for many
of the world's species. Continued efforts to
secure GR samples from all species, both
threatened and common, are justified insofar
as each specimen represents a unique record
of environmental and evolutionary history
(Sheldon and Dittmann 1997, Sheldon 2001).
Thankfully, a modern paradigm of preserva-
tion that maintains not only the collecting
locality and morphological identity of speci-
mens, but also the integrity of the biomolecules
within them, is generally accepted. Hopefully,
societal acknowledgment of the value of these
biomolecules will translate into increased sup-
port for GRCs and the museums and other
institutions that maintain them.—SCOTT V.
EDWARDS, Burke Museum of Natural History and
Culture, Box 353010, University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington 98195, USA {Present
address: Department of Ornithology, Museum of
Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, 26
Oxford Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138,
USA. E-mail: sedwards@fas.harvard.edu); SHARON
BiRKS, Burke Museum of Natural History and
Culture, Box 353010, University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington 98195, USA; ROBB T.
BRUMFIELD, Museum of Natural Science, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803,
USA; and ROBERT HANNER, Corriel Institute for
Medical Research, 403 Haddon Avenue, Camden,
New Jersey 08103, USA.
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New Directions for Bioacoustics
Collections.—Bioacoustics collections contain
recordings of sounds produced by animals. The
technology that made |3ossible the capture of
ephemeral sound events appeared more than 100
years ago (Koch 1955). However, for biologists
who sought to record animal sounds in the field,
technological innovations in truly portable sound
equipment and reliable media emerged only after
World War 11. Nevertheless, before the introduc-
tion of the portable magnetic tape recorder, pio-
neers at Cornell University experimented with
recording sound on motion picture film (Brand
1935). A recording field-trip required a truck-
load of equipment, and it took weeks to get the
Him developed. But thei:e were successes with
this cumbersome technology, including the only
known recording of the I\'ory-billed Woodpecker
{Campephilus principalis), made in 1935 by the
Cornell expedition to Louisiana (Kellogg 1962).
Biologists who redisco\'ered the Ivory-billed
Woodpecker in Arkansas in 2004 were trained
to listen for the bird with this recording, and
it is crucial to researchers in the Bioacoustics
Research Program at Cornell in evaluating
more than 17,000 hours of automated record-
ings made to detect calling individuals since
December 2004.

A specimen in a bioacoustics collection is a
recording of one target animal or group of ani-
mals and the associated metadata. The sounds
produced by the animal(s) are usually recorded in
one session for a variable length of time (seconds,
more often minutes, or even days, as technological
advances improved storage capacity). Specimens
are obtained on master field recordings that may
contain multiple specimens and multiple species
from multiple locations. A "label" for an acoustic
specimen, separating it from other specimens on
a master tape (or other media), is the narration
by the recordist (Kroodsma et al. 1996). In the era
of reel-to-reel tape, specimens were cut out of the
master tape. Thus, specimens in bioacoustics col-
lections are termed "recordings" or "cuts." More
recently, especially with the advent of analog cas-
settes, cuts were duplicated from the master field
recordings, preserving the integrity of the master
field tape.

A white leader tape was added to each speci-
men obtained from the master field tape. This
leader served as a visible label onto which was
written information about species, location, and
date. The specimen was then spliced onto a tape
reel containing cuts from the same species. This
species reel organization simplified retrieval of
specimens and until very recently was the way all
major sound collections maintained their sound
specimens. The three major collections, listed in
alphabetical order, are (1) Borror Laboratory of
Bioacoustics (BLB), The Ohio State University
(blb.biosci.ohio-state.edu); (2) Macaulay Library
(ML), Laboratory of Ornithology, Cornell
University (birds.cornell.edu/lns); and (3)
National Sound Archive (NSA), Wildlife
Division, The British Library (www.bl.uk/nsa).
Other important collections include (and see
Kettle 1989): Bioacoustics Laboratory and
Archive (BLA), Florida State Museum; Center
for Sound Communication, Odense University,
Denmark; Sound Library, The Australian
National Wildlife Collection; and Library
of Wildlife Sounds, Museum of Vertebrate
Zoology, University of California.

Analog magnetic tape, depending on the for-
mulation, has a life expectancy of 10-40 years
and degrades with each use through magnetic
particle loss. Thus, analog tape collections started
in the late 1940s were recently faced with loss if
not duplicated. Duplication to new analog tape
stock has the same limitations, is labor-intensive,
and is becoming costly as digital media erodes






